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Introduction

We model magnetized gas flows onto a binary system of two orbiting
supermassive black holes using global simulations with three spatial
dimensions and time in Einstein’ theory of General Relativity.

Method

� The BHAC code [1]
We use BHAC, a state-of-the-art magnetohydrodynamic code
that is applied in a variety of contexts including the modeling
of the physical conditions surrounding accreting black holes
within the Event Horizon Telescope Collaboration and the
first -ever image of a black hole [3]. BHAC offers full Adaptive
Mesh Refinement capabilities, various reconstruction and
evolution schemes and provides key interfaces for further
downstream analysis (tracers, ray-tracing imaging codes, etc).
BHAC also has competitive scaling properties and can utilize
a large number of computational cores.

� General Relativity
In our simulations the black hole binary spacetime is a full,
non-perturbative solution to Einstein’s equations of General
Relativity. This allows us to model each black hole as an
extended object that is spatially resolved on our
computational grid.

� Kadath & CTS formulation
The spacetime metric is obtained using the Kadath library [2].
It solves the Initial Data problem of two black holes in
quasi-circular orbit in General Relativity. A key feature of this
approach is that the metric is manifestly stationary in the
corotating frame.

� Matter Evolution
The matter evolution is obtained by solving the equations of
motion of General Relativistic Magnetohydrodynamics
(GRMHD).

Leaps beyond state-of-the-art

� Drastic speedups compared to general dynamical spacetime
codes!

� Full Adaptive Mesh Refinement (AMR for supermassive black
hole binary simulations

� Solve equations in co-rotating frame
� Accreting Binary Black Holes on same computational footing

as single accreting black holes

Results
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Rest-mass density of a corotating gas cloud evolved in the
corotating frame of the binary using BHAC.
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The spacetime lapse and shift in the equatorial plane of the black
hole binary in the corotating frame interpolated on the BHAC grid.
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